
Discover | Digitize | Innovate | Transform

Connected 
Operations
Digitize human intelligence to accelerate your transformation roadmap
Today’s capital market infrastructure carries inevitable risks associated with aging architecture and inefficient 
manual processes that may result in systemic failure of critical functions at times of market stress. 
Fragmented and outdated technologies and a reliance on manual and semiautomatic operational processes 
pose several organizational challenges for the ability to meet client and business needs, operational resiliency, 
workforce distribution, and digital transformation.

Connected Operations approach offers tailored solutions for each unique business problem
Connected Operations represents an opportunity for organizations to augment and solidify their back-office 
capabilities and accelerate digital transformation across the value chain.

Discover

Digitize

Innovate

Transform

Operational intelligence mapped and 
measured
Map events, data, workflows, and offline business logic 
to inform digitization strategies

Digital workforce enabled by intelligent 
automation
Implement intelligent workflow solutions through 
codification of offline business rules and workflows

Strategic enablement powered by 
“digital” data
Leverage online data harvested from digital workflows 
to inform insight-driven strategies and actions that 
better integrate business and operational technologies.

Connected front-to-back enterprise 
operating models
Reshape operations with intelligent automation and 
insights to enable more seamless pre- and posttrade 
activities and accelerated transformation
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Target Clients: Engaged with large 
GSIBs and others in:

Connected Operations approach allows for earlier realization of benefits

The KPMG Connected Operations framework is designed to accelerate value realization in months—not years. 
Value that includes less friction, faster time to market, improved customer experience with repeat business, 
and lower cost. Leveraging an integrated operations domain data model taxonomy, and technology-enabled 
accelerators across the software development lifecycle (SDLC), we can accelerate the identification and 
digitization of human intelligence as a foundation for a broader transformation roadmap.

Key acceleration drivers

STRATEGY

ANALYSIS

DESIGN

BUILD

TEST

 — Common operations taxonomy (workdrivers, workflows, business rules, etc.) 
accelerates strategic planning and synergies across organization groups and programs

 — Digitized workflows informs broader decision-making client enablement, and strategic 
roadmap activities

 — Facilitated mind map process discovery sessions significantly accelerates sourcing and 
capture of SME knowledge as opposed to SME-driven authoring

 — Data model-based capture of workflows, rules, systems, and data reduces re-work and 
accelerates analysis and validation of requirements

 — Common data model accelerates informed and data-driven functional and technical 
architecture design

 — Use case agnostic information abstraction allows for rationalization of design effort across 
a portfolio of use cases (e.g., normalized API requests, common design patterns, etc.)

 — BPM/DMN capture accelerates rules codification

 — Fully tested requirements as input to development leads to significant savings in 
avoided rework due to missed/unclear requirements

 — Test data, expected results captured, and validated up-front as part of analysis 
eliminates effort in the latter phase of delivery

 — Test harness integration between BPN/DMN and Alteryx test framework reduces 
scaled data ingestion and curation for testing

Investment Banking

Corporate Banking

Retail & Consumer Banking

Payment Solutions

Capital Markets Operations

Commercial Lending & 
Underwriting

Payments

Client Due Diligence/Know Your 
Customer

Asset & Wealth Management

Custodian, Clearing Houses & 
Financial Services

Insurance

Hedge Funds
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Some or all of the services described herein may not be permissible 
for KPMG audit clients and their affiliates or related entities.
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The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although we 
endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will 
continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act upon such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the 
particular situation.
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